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About a year ago, Steve and Lynn Johnson brought 
a new concept to the San Antonio community. 
The Johnsons have worked with youth in the San 

Antonio area in a volunteer capacity for over a decade and 
they felt a calling to bring a family oriented business to the 
community. That dream became a reality after Steve left the 
corporate world in 2013 and the couple selected College 
Nannies and Tutors as the fulfillment of that goal. College 
Nannies and Tutors is a national franchise company with a 
presence in 28 states. 

“When we looked at different business concepts, this 
company spoke to us loud and clear,” said Steve, co-owner 
with his wife Lynn. “The company’s mission of Building 
Stronger Families® really resonated with us. How cool is 
it to grow a business that has a positive impact on so many 
families!” The business has three core values: Can Do 
Attitudes, Growth and Results Driven, and Leave It Better – 
guiding principles for them and their employees, who they 
call “Role Models.”

“Our whole business is based on providing an impactful 
role model to a family for full service child care or 
customized one-on-one tutoring,” Lynn explained. “We 
place role models in homes for all our Nanny Services, from 
on-call or backup care all the way up to a part time or full 
time nanny.” 

For both nanny and tutor role model placements, the first 
step in their process is a complementary family meeting. At 
this meeting, they sit down with the family and get a good 

feel for their needs and jointly develop a job description for 
the nanny or a goal statement for tutoring.

As their name suggests, most of their employees are 
college students.  

“One of the really rewarding aspects of this business 
is the recruiting of sharp young people and helping them 
pursue their goals and dreams,” Steve said.  

Unlike a typical nanny placement agency or tutor agency, 
their nannies and tutors are all employees of the company. 
What that means for a family is that the role models have 
passed a thorough recruiting and hiring process including a 
complete background check. All role models complete basic 
training before they provide services for their families. The 
company takes care of paying the employees and managing 
the scheduling coordination. 

The employees benefit too. They are covered with 
worker’s compensation insurance, their employer taxes 
are paid, they receive ongoing training and they have a 
“legitimate” resume building W2 job.  

“For anyone that has hired a nanny on their own and gone 
through the recruiting, negotiation, scheduling and payroll 
process, they see the value in what we provide,” Steve 
explained. “One other significant advantage in our model is 
the ability for us to backfill our placement nannies with our 
on-call bench if the family’s nanny needs time off. When a 
family hires and manages their own nanny, that option is not 
on the table.”

They opened their Stone Oak Learning center in 
September 2014 and have seen demand for their customized 

one-on-one tutoring increase each month. 
“We are in a great location to serve the Stone Oak area and 

north central San Antonio,” Steve said. “We will be opening 
a Learning Center in the northwest San Antonio area later 
this year as well.” Their approach of using role model tutors 
that are subject matter experts creates a rapport with the 
student that aids in their subject matter comprehension. The 
role models relate to the students on a level that is different 
than the teacher or parent. This allows for a more open 
relational dialog and reinforces the concept of the student 
working with a role model tutor that they want to emulate 
on their own college journey someday. 

Since launching the business a year ago, the owners have 
given back to the educational community. This includes 
participating in area school organization’s silent auctions 
and school fairs. They committed in a significant way 
this school year by sponsoring an Educator of the Month 
recognition at Ronald Reagan and Claudia Bird Johnson 
High Schools which includes a monthly public citation in 
the newspaper that recognizes educators that exemplify the 
College Nannies and Tutors core values. The company also 
sponsored several Free SAT and ACT practice test sessions 
for area high school students. 

Steve sums it up, “As members of the local business 
community, we feel compelled to recognize the efforts of 
our area educators, they have a tough, important job and 
rarely get the recognition they deserve.”

Both owners credit their growth to the hard work and 
dedication of their role model nannies and tutors. 

“At the end of the day, the only thing that matters is the 
quality of the customer experience,” Steve emphasized. 
“The feedback from our follow up communications on 
our care and tutoring continues to provide us with the 
best indicator of their satisfaction with our services. That 
satisfaction, quite simply, is why we continue to grow.”
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College Nannies and Tutors has made 
our lives much easier, knowing that when we 
need a nanny or sitter, we will have someone 
we can trust. I’ve been really impressed by the 
quality of the sitters—all smart, conscientious, 
and hard-working! College Nannies and Tutors 
made it really easy, because they interview us 
first, then screen candidates until they find the 
right match. We’re really spoiled now—I don’t 
know what I would do without them!”

– Mary Doggett,
Part-Time Nanny Customer
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You and Lincoln saved her! Her final was 
an even 70 passing grade-you helped her jump 
from high 50’s and low 60’s up to passing-
that’s a huge turnaround. The quality of your 
tutoring services would’ve produced A’s and 
B’s had we met you all long ago. The most 
important takeaway was that she got a solid 
B on her final exam which was staggeringly 
wonderful! That helped average out her score 
to a passing C and we are so thankful!” 

– Dan N.,
Boerne High School Parent

Working for college nannies 
and tutors has been an amazing 
opportunity. Every family I have 
cared for has been amazing. The 
kids make the job so easy and 
always fun! This company really 
does a great job pairing the nannies 
and families.” 

– Kelly Rose,
After School Nanny

& UTSA Student


